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Insta360 Multi Mount

Insta360 selfie stick tripod with boom for sports cameras
The Insta360 tripod will help you create exceptional footage from different perspectives! You will successfully use it in up to 3 ways, and
thanks  to  the  ability  to  adjust  the  angle  of  the  camera,  you  will  position  it  exactly  as  you  need.  It  is  compatible  with  many  popular
Insta360 cameras. The lightweight and compact design will make it easy for you to carry and store.
 
Tailored to you
The tripod features an innovative design with a 3-stage folding mechanism, so you can freely adjust it to your needs. It also features a
ball  joint  that  allows  you  to  adjust  the  angle  of  your  camera.  All  this  gives  you  full  control  over  framing  and  recording  perspective,
making it even easier to create dynamic shots.
 
Use it the way you want
The  Insta360  tripod  is  a  real  versatile  multitool  for  any  photography  and  filming  enthusiast.  You  can  use  it  as  a  stable  tripod  to  get
perfectly cropped shots. Want to capture yourself in a photo along with a group of friends? Turn the tripod into a selfie stick in just a few
moments! You'll also use it as a comfortable grip to help you record for hours. There is also a Mantis mode that allows you to suspend the
camera in the air, opening up a whole new range of possibilities for creating extraordinary frames.
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Included
multi mount
3-pin to 1/4" adapter
screw
lanyard
	Manufacturer
	Insta360
	Model
	CINSTAV/F
	Compatibility
	Insta360 cameras Ace Pro / Ace / Link / GO3 / ONE RS / GO2 / ONE R / GOi.
	Weight
	285 g
	Length
	21-51 cm

Price:

€ 69.00
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